Abstract-Internet Telephony can be defined as real-time voice or multimedia communications over packet switched networks, including the Internet. The advent of third generation, wireless telecommunications networks will make it much more popular by adding the wireless dimension. Millions of end-users will access Internet Telephony services using wireless devices. These end-users will be highly mobile and will change locations very frequently. A key requirement in this environment is universal access. It stipulates that end-users have access to their advanced services from anywhere and from any terminal. Mobile agents can aid in meeting it in an efficient manner. They can carry services and follow roaming end-users. This paper presents the design, the implementation, and the evaluation of a novel mobile agent-based advanced service architecture for Wireless Internet Telephony. When a mobile agent carries services, subscription becomes a critical issue. The agent needs to be updated when the end-user subscribes or unsubscribe to services. Our architecture tackles the issue by proposing and evaluating two novel schemes: agent swapping and on-the-fly updating. Although, wireless Internet Telephony is our prime target, the architecture is, to a large extent, independent of the underlying network and therefore applicable to Internet Telephony in general.
INTRODUCTION

I
NTERNET Telephony can be defined as real-time voice or multimedia communications over the Internet or more generally over packet switched networks. Two sets of standards have recently emerged: H.323 from the ITU-T [1] and the session initiation protocol (SIP) from the IETF [2] . Several tutorials have been published on them [3] , [4] , [5] , and [6] .
Two telecommunication standardization bodies, [7] and [8] , are now using SIP as the basis to make wireless Internet Telephony a reality in the context of third generation, wireless telecommunication networks. Millions of highly mobile end-users who frequently change location will access Internet Telephony services using a wide range of wireless devices. Reference [9] provides an overview of the overall 3GPP all IP system architecture.
An advanced service or, more simply, service is anything that goes beyond a two-party call. It may be and it may not be related to telephony. Some examples are: call diversion, call transfer for telephony services, and, for nontelephony services, electronic commerce and multiplayer games using cellular phones. Some other services, like call center, blend telephony and nontelephony features. In wireless Internet
Telephony, end-users need to have access to these services, from any terminal and from anywhere. This requirement is known as universal access.
The implementation of advanced services in Internet Telephony including wireless Internet Telephony is still at an embryonic stage. Reference [10] shows that none of the existing architectures meets the universal access requirement. This paper presents the design, the implementation, and the evaluation of an advanced service architecture for wireless Internet Telephony. The architecture relies on mobile agents that act as folders and carry services. Carrying services in mobile agents raises the issue of agent upgrading when the end-user subscribes or unsubscribe to services. This paper tackles the issue at great length.
A mobile agent is a software program whose main characteristic is its ability to move from node to node on a network during execution [11] , [12] , [13] . Mobile agents can aid in meeting the critical requirement of universal access in an efficient manner. They can relocate to the new devices being used by the end-user or to the SIP proxy or H.323 gateway that is close to the end-user. In addition, they can aid in meeting all the other requirements for advanced services in Internet Telephony, as shown by the second author of this paper in reference [14] . These other requirements are: ease of service creation, tailored services, interoperability with existing technologies, service manageability, multiplayer environment, and support for a wide range of services.
A mobile agent that we call the Mobile Service Agent (MSA) is the cornerstone of our architecture. The architecture was first presented in [24] and [23] . The MSA carries the services executable code (or pointers to executables) and the subscriber's personalized data. The other components of the system architecture are the Service Creation Unit (SCU), the Service Management Unit (SMU), and the Service Publication Unit (SPU). The SCU handles the creation of new services. The SMU manages user subscriptions, creates and maintains MSAs. The Service Publication Unit is the interface of the system to the external world and can be a simple Web server.
The rest of this document is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the system architecture with a focus on the MSA. Section 3 introduces two novel subscriptionhandling schemes: agent swapping that implements software updates by swapping and dynamic agent upgrading. Section 4 dissects the implementation details for software updates and presents a performance evaluation of the system with different loads and settings. The performance evaluation will seek to guarantee a minimal delay between a subscription to a service and its availability on the user terminal or on the network node. It will also evaluate the performance of applications hosted on and executed through a MSA and remote maintenance of services coordinated by a given MSA. We conclude in Section 5.
ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
There are four phases in the service life cycle: creation, deployment, utilization, and withdrawal [15] . In the architecture, the SCU handles the creation phase. All the units and the MSA are involved in the deployment phase. Utilization mainly involves the MSA. It starts, stops services, and keeps customization data. Withdrawal involves all the units. The additional difficulty with withdrawal and deployment is subscription handling, as already hinted in the paper.
Service maintenance takes place over the network without any human interaction. This implies the definition of a protocol for MSA and service upgrades, replacements and additions. The rest of this section is organized as follows: Section 2.1 examines the mobile service agent. We look at the MSA requirements, present its implementation, explain how the user interacts with it, and describe its interfaces. Section 2.2 describes the implementation of the SPU and the SCU. Finally, Section 2.3 dissects the most important component after the MSA, that is, the SMU.
The Mobile Service Agent
Agents need an Agent Execution Environment (AEE) on every node they might move to. An AEE is a running agent platform where mobile agents can move. The AEE provides:
. Facilities to send or receive mobile agents on the network node. The transport interface varies with the agent platform (java serialization, etc.). . Encryption, if the MSA wants to securely communicate with another MSA on another platform. . A Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The MSA uses the JVM features extensively. It downloads classes over the network and it can start non-Java programs because the JVM makes this possible. For the end user, the MSA provides features for:
. locally starting and stopping service; . having access to the services from any terminal and anywhere (universal access). In addition, the MSA, supports features for:
. Communicating with the system units and other
MSAs during subscription changes, using a limited set of mark up language tags. The tags just follow the pattern "field: value" to transport data such as customized data related to specific services. . Dynamically reconfiguring itself when the set of services it contains changes. . Making transparent to end-users all the mechanisms subjacent to subscription handling, i.e., agent or service replacement, dynamic update, etc., must be fully transparent to the end-user. . Authenticating each MSA before communicating with it. Authentication data is passed along by the SMU with service replacement tags. . Keeping of subscriber customized data and transmitting it when necessary. . Enabling subscribers to schedule the execution of services. A subscriber might want to have a service executed at a given date and time or have the service executed at regular intervals. The MSA must make this possible. . Agent swapping. In other words, it allows itself to be replaced by another agent and then terminates. . Allowing the dynamic replacement and the dynamic update of services it contains. Dynamic replacement and dynamic update are different. When the MSA performs dynamic replacement, it stops the to-be-replaced service, discards all the files of that service. The MSA then loads the files of another service and reconfigures itself to execute this new service when necessary.
Dynamic update or upgrade means that the service is updated during its execution. One or more parts of the service software program are changed while the service is running to insert new functionality into that service. Most of the files are kept, just some parts of the service software are modified to reflect the latest version.
Implementation
Our prototype MSA is implemented in Java on top of Voyager [16], a mobile agent platform. The MSA implements a Java classloader. Java is an interpreted programming language that implements dynamic linking that enables software program to resolve classes only at invocation time. It is then possible to download a class over the network the first time that class is called. Method calls will go through once the class is resolved. The MSA maintains a list of the services it carries along with the location of their files. It downloads each file once on every device or server it roams to. There are no multiple downloads because, once a class is resolved, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) keeps a hard reference to that file, that cannot be replaced. Fig. 1 shows an MSA. That particular instance carries service pointers. The MSA also transports service customized data, like the speed-dial number illustrated. It is configured with service activation and termination logic. Users can further modify and expand the logic. Non-Java programs are run through the Java Runtime API. The security policy for programs that need to access resources outside the JVM is very lax: All permissions are granted. Every program can read or write any data on the platform. The MSA cannot carry all the resources. All the other schemes we elaborated proved to be either inadequate or generated intractable errors. Thus, it is important to make sure that only authenticated and known MSAs are allowed to move to a device or a server. There are no security restrictions once the MSA is on the AEE. All the services contained in the MSA can access all the platform non-JVM resources, just like regular programs.
Regarding data privacy, when the MSA communicates with the other components on the system, it encrypts its data. So, personalized data transported by the MSA will always be encrypted. However, if the application wants to access or transmit private data on the outside environment, the application itself must make sure that the data is encrypted.
The MSA has a classloader class so it can dynamically link classes over the network. The MSA has a small list of authentication request-reply challenges to authenticate SMU and MSAs it communicates with. The MSA also has a separate small language parser. The MSA starts service instances that run on the JVM. Service must be able to run on the JVM (written in Java or native code). The agent is hosted on an AEE that takes care of security (encryption) and reliability issues.
There are two possible destinations for an MSA. The agent can move to a server or to an end-user device. When it moves to a device, the MSA displays a graphical interface, through which the user can schedule service execution times, start, and stop services. The same interface enables him to link services and/or modify their execution logic through start-up arguments. The graphical interface is very simple. It is a rectangular pane with service names as pointers for starting, stopping, and scheduling the services. Service URL names could also have been used as pointers. The MSA implements a small message parsing facility, limited to a few primitives such as: load, swap, etc. When the subscriber wants to configure service execution logic, a click pops up a small shell, it uses it to type in its preferences. The MSA will parse and execute them. For example, to initiate the replacement of an MSA, the SMU sends a message like the one presented in Fig. 2 to the MSA that is to be replaced.
The message is asking the agent to swap all of its services and data with an agent located at IP address "Location." That particular agent is listening on port 6300. The parsing facility is also used for communications with the SMU and other MSAs. (For example, the SMU sends a message to the MSA using the swap primitive to tell him that it must swap service data with this other MSA located here and it must terminate afterward.) Elaborating those communications will lead to the definition of an ontology and an interagent communication language. Efforts are underway in the intelligent agent community with the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [17] for language specifications and several others for ontology definition, notably the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF). While debates and theories are still ongoing, ontology will be integrated on agent platforms and the MSA won't need to do any, even limited, message parsing. Fig. 3 illustrates the possible actions of an MSA once it is deployed on a network node or a user device (e.g., palmtop, cellular phone). All the actions triggered by user interaction through a menu are valid only for an MSA that resides on a user device. All the other actions are applicable both to an MSA on a device or on a network node.
Evolution and Interfaces
The MSA interfaces with the SMU, SCU, and other MSAs. The MSA downloads executable code from the SCU using the HTTP protocol. The SMU also uses the HTTP protocol to communicate with the MSA. The SMU sends management information to the MSA encoded in the markup language presented before. We created a new type for the HTTP packet header content-type: "x/MSA."
Smooth swapping and abrupt swapping implementation are presented in Section 3.2. Service replacement and onthe-fly update are presented in Section 3.3. The update policy is also explained in Section 3.3. The measurements for MSA brain and logic are presented in Section 4.
The Service Creation Unit and the Service Publication Unit
The SCU provides a service creation framework. It offers a library through which it is possible to develop dynamically updatable programs. Services developed using the SCU library can be updated on the fly while they are running. The MSA carries that library while roaming, if the library is not already available on the platform. The library has a small size (9 KBytes). The SCU is comprised of a Service Creation Environment (SCE) and a Service Implementation Repository (SIR). The dynamic update library is part of the SCE. The SCU serves files in the SIR to MSAs upon requests from MSAs. The SIR contains all the files of all the services that are available in the system. The SPU is responsible for the publication of the list of available services. This list reflects all services to which users can subscribe at any given time. It is updated every time a new service is created in an SCU.
The publication unit (SPU), along with the MSA, is responsible for service utilization. The SPU could be a secure Web server (like in our implementation) or more elaborate schemes using Lookup Services (LUS) technology could be designed. The SPU forwards user selections to the SMU. The SMU and SPU communicate through the HTTP protocol.
Service Management Unit
The service management unit (SMU) manages subscriber and service life cycles. Its functionality includes: MSA creation, MSA management, and user profile creation and management.
MSA creation. An MSA is created the first time the user subscribes to service(s) belonging to the category of services carried by that type of MSA. The SMU creates an MSA by assembling MSA brain and services or pointers to services.
MSA management. Besides updating, MSA management includes moving the MSA to the appropriate node (or terminal) during the user's intradomain and interdomain roaming.
User profile creation and management. The profile is created the first time the user subscribes to service(s). It contains the list of MSAs that carry the services to which the user has subscribed and, eventually. the list of services. Fig. 4 covers the steps for the deployment of an MSA. Those steps illustrate the whole system in activity.
The numbers attributed to each stage in the figure are explained below:
Programmers develop services using the Service
Creation Environment (SCE). The SCE right now is made of a small API and a programming guideline to develop services. The API (collection of Java class libraries) enables developers to simulate the execution of their services inside the MSA. The programming guideline specifies the construction of each service as a self-contained entity.
Service is stored in the Service Implementation
Repository. 3. The SCU informs the SMU of the addition of a new service. 4. The SMU forwards the service addition to the Service Publication Unit (SPU). 5. Users subscribe to services through the SPU. 6. The SPU sends the subscription parameters to the SMU. 7. The SMU sends MSAs (one for each group of services that could operate together) containing the services or service pointers to either the user Gatekeeper or the user device, depending on the selected services. 8. MSAs download the services from the SCU. They later execute, coordinate, and enable customization of the services.
SUBSCRIPTION HANDLING
There are two possible approaches for upgrading an agent that carries services: agent swapping and on-the-fly updating. In the first approach, the agent is swapped with a new agent that carries both the old and the new services. In the second approach, the new services are inserted into the agent on the fly. We start in Section 3.1 by stating the problem and by deriving a comprehensive set of requirements. We then present, in Section 3.2, our implementation of agent swapping that has two solutions: smooth swapping and abrupt swapping. Next, in Section 3.3, we tackle dynamic updating. On-the-fly agent updating also has two solutions: service replacement and dynamic service updating. Dynamic updates inside an agent are certainly related to dynamic software updates in general. Finally, we finish in Section 3.4 by comparing the two methods: agent swapping and dynamic upgrades. We analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each method and identify which situations are not suitable for either method.
Problem Statement and Requirements
Let us assume that an MSA has already been created for a given user and includes A, B, and C, services to which the user has already subscribed. To be more specific, the MSA will include the logic (executable code or pointer to executable code), plus the data (or pointer to the data) of each of the three services and will be aware that it contains them. It is important to note that the data it contains (or it points to) can be customized by the user. Let us now assume that the user decides to subscribe to an additional service D. An interesting question is how the MSA is upgraded in order to include D in addition to A, B, and C.
Intuitively, we can think of two approaches. The first consists of swapping the MSA including A, B, C with a new MSA that includes A, B, C, and D and is aware that it contains them. The second consists of updating the MSA on-the-fly in order to include D to the services it contains, and to make it aware that it now contains D in addition to A, B, and C. These two approaches have pros and cons. A set of preliminary requirements has been derived to analyze the two approaches in order to find a solution that is optimal with respect to these requirements. The requirements are based on those published by Emako et al. [18] :
1. Service interruption due to MSA upgrading should be minimal. 2. Time lag between a request for subscription and actual availability for use should be minimal. 3. Upgrading should not impact the behavior of existing services (i.e., user customization should not be lost). 4. The solution should be simple to implement. 5. The solution should scale in terms of the total number of services (i.e., services for which the user already has subscribed plus services for which the user has launched a subscription request). 6. The solution should be mobile agent platformindependent. There are several platforms on the market. The solution should not use the specifics of any of them. Requirements 1, 3, and 5 are the most difficult to meet in the case of the agent swapping strategy. Service is likely to be interrupted while the old MSA is being swapped with the new one. Furthermore, solutions may not scale in terms of the total number of services because a new MSA needs to be built from scratch. The time lag between request for subscription and availability may become prohibitive when the number of services increases, assuming that the new agent needs to reload the code of the services to which the user has already subscribed. Moreover, data customized by users should be kept.
Requirements 3 and 4 are hard to satisfy with a dynamic update approach. The execution speed of a service updated on-the-fly is likely to be slower than that of a nonupdated service. Dynamic update and service replacement will probably be complicated to implement.
Swapping Agents
Although potentially a multihop agent, the MSA will behave in most cases as a unihop agent. Once created, it will move to either a network node or the user terminal. An MSA that carries nontelephony services (i.e., services that do not interact with call control) is likely to move to the end user terminal. An MSA that carries originating telephony services is likely to move to the user terminal, while an MSA that carries terminating telephony services is likely to move to an SIP proxy or an H.323 gatekeeper. The MSA has a brain that allows it to perform a well-defined set of operations. An example of operation is the execution of the services it carries. The services carried by an MSA may be implemented as: still code, mobile code, mobile agent (unihop or multihop), a combination of any of these three technologies. This section proposes two tentative solutions to the problem of agent swapping: smooth swapping and abrupt swapping. We describe them in terms of the operations they require the MSA to perform. The basic operations performed by an MSA are described first. The operation of exchange of customized data is then described, followed by the operation of synchronization and the operation of service stopping.
Sketches
In both smooth and abrupt swapping, the SMU starts by assembling a new MSA that contains pointers to the executables of both the old and the new services. The MSA then downloads the services. In case of smooth swapping, the new MSA moves to the site where the old MSA resides after having downloaded the executables. It then gets the data customized by the user (if any) from the old MSA, then becomes active. After having sent the customized data to the new MSA, the old MSA becomes inactive. However, if services are being executed, the execution is not interrupted. It is completed before the old MSA becomes inactive.
In case of abrupt swapping, the new MSA does not move to the site where the old MSA resides after having downloaded the executables. It first gets the data customized by the user (if any) from the old MSA. In the first alternative of this solution, the old MSA stops the services being executed (if any), then becomes inactive. In the second alternative, the execution is completed before the old MSA becomes inactive. The new MSA moves to the site where the old MSA resides as soon as the old MSA is inactive. It then becomes active and restarts the service executions that have been interrupted by the old MSA (if any).
Smooth swapping requires that old and new MSA coexist on the same site (e.g., user device) while swapping occurs. This is, however, not always possible, especially with small footprint devices. This is the main driving force behind abrupt swapping. While it is theoretically possible to wait till the services being executed finish before initiating the swapping, we did not contemplate this because the execution of some services might take quite a while. An example is a stock quote service initiated by the user early in the morning and which should report every hour the prices of selected shares.
These two sketches raise several questions:
. How do we transfer user customized data between MSAs and still put minimal constraints on the MSA and its services (interfaces, programming model, etc.)? . With smooth swapping, two running versions of the same service might be available concurrently for a while (the one being executed in the old MSA and the one available in the new MSA). How can consistency be maintained across them?
Swapping Implementation
MSAs use the HTTP protocol to communicate among them.
The content of an exchange between two MSAs is encoded in the defined custom markup language. There are no direct method calls using RMI or RPC between any pair of MSA.
MSAs listen on different ports. The SMU knows on which port any specific MSA listens to. An example of data exchange between two MSAs during a swap is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The old agent already sent the service executable code to the agent that will replace it. It now sends the customized data for that service to the new agent. The service is a stock quote service that reports prices shares from specific stock exchange venues. The service connects to the stock exchange interface and fetches data or receives push data. The first line specifies the service the data is sent for. The second line gives service related parameters that will be fed into the service at startup. The MSA will blindly pass it on to the service that will then know that it must connect to the Toronto Stock Exchange. The third and fourth lines tell the MSA when the service must be up. The MSA reads that data and starts the service at 8 a.m. everyday. It will shutdown the service at 6 p.m. if the service does not stop by itself.
Smooth Swapping. To ensure data consistency between the two MSAs, the user is not allowed to apply any customization while the swap is going on. The MSA lets the services that were running at the start of the swap finish. However, no MSA system functionality is available once the swap starts. That means that no service can be customized, scheduled for execution, etc. Requests to move the agent to another node or device won't be executed until the swap finishes. In other words, nothing is available during the swap and the only exchanges that take place are between the old and new MSAs. This spares synchronization problems and help keep data consistency after a swap.
Abrupt Swapping. The old MSA becomes inactive before the new MSA moves to the site. However, the old MSA is not destroyed. It registers itself for activation on the site hard drive. Thus, it does not consume system resources (memory) anymore. However, it can still be reactivated by the mobile agent platform if network conditions prevent the new agent from moving to the site. The timeout value for activation depends on the network statistics. As soon as the new agent gets to the site, it removes the old agent from the activation list of the AEE.
Updating Agents and Services On-the-Fly
There are many differences between dynamic replacement of a service and on-the-fly updating of a service. First, with service replacement, a service is manipulated as a whole. If a previous version of the service was inside the agent, all the executable code related to that old version is expunged from the agent. The newest service version will be inserted into the MSA. The service, customized data is kept from the old version to the new version. Customized data is never touched.
On the other hand, on-the-fly update of a service is conceived to address the fact that a new version of a service be installed without that service ever being interrupted because of the installation. What will generally happen is this. Consider a service whose executable code consists of 10 distinct modules. Now, between version n and version n + 1, only two or three modules among the 10 will have their implementation changed and one or two modules might be added. With a "hot" update solution, what will happen is that the MSA will look for the two or three classes that were changed and replace the implementation of those two or three classes with their new implementation. All the method calls to instances of the old implementations are redirected to instances of the new implementation. Remark that all the other seven or eight classes that make up the service are left untouched.
Service Replacement
In a dynamic replacement scenario, new services are inserted into the MSA. If some of the services have older versions running inside the MSA, those older versions are stopped and expunged from the MSA. The new services, whether they had an old version in the MSA or not, are inserted into the MSA. The MSA is next reconfigured according to the new set of services that it hosts. Customization in the MSA (on any service) is not available during service replacement.
Three different situations arise when dynamic replacement must take place. The first one is when a new version of a service already installed in the MSA must replace the old version. In this situation, after it received instructions to upgrade the version from the SMU, the MSA downloads the service executable code from the SCU. Once it has the newest version executable code, it expunges the service code and customized data. The service will then be offered with basic logic.
The second situation is when a novel service must be added to the MSA. The MSA downloads the service code from the SCU. It updates its list of service and reconfigures its internal logic to offer that service.
The third situation arises due to the fact that services that share common functionality are grouped in the same MSA. MSA A contains the version V1 of service S. Now, a new version V2 of service S must be installed in MSA B. MSA B resides on the site as MSA A. The service must be moved into MSA B because B now hosts its category of services after a reconfiguration that redistributed the services category. The transfer goes as follows: A forwards only the service code to B. B acknowledges reception. A expunges the service code and data, while B reconfigures itself to execute the service.
On-The-Fly Service Update
The issue is how to guarantee the program correctness after the change since the MSA doesn't have access to the process stack. "Hot" updates can potentially cause type-safety errors. While Java type soundness is yet to be formally established [19] , in practice, Java bytecode verifier prevents type violation errors except for some pathological cases. In order to avoid type safety errors, dynamic updates systems typically introduce changes after making sure (locking mechanisms, verify process stack) that the target (class instance, procedure) is not in use in the program. Those techniques are generally low-level (kernel calls, OS primitives, etc.).
The MSA enables developers to selectively pick the dynamic objects to update and to also specify the update policy that should be applied to each class version. The parts of the program that are not changed are left at their respective versions. Programmers can change functionality in regions of the program without impacting the other parts of their applications. Developers ensure continuity in the behavior of the program simply by targeting portions of code with defects or that need enhancement for modification and keeping the data critical objects of the application unchanged. The system provides helper methods to retrieve the class version of any dynamic object. A unique key identifies every dynamic object. That key is made of the dynamic object class, its version, and a user-supplied key. This approach effectively redefines classes at the granularity of individual objects.
The class MSAFactory is the interface through which dynamic objects are created and updated. There is one MSAFactory per MSA. A key must be provided for the creation of every new dynamic object. That key can be any string of characters and must be unique for the dynamic class. The object type descriptor is composed of its class, its version, its loader, and the key supplied at creation. It is important to save the key of all dynamic objects. Programmers will later use those keys to indicate which existing dynamic class instances must be updated to reflect the new version.
MSAFactory maintains a mapping between every class and its update manager. The MSA loads an MSAFactory on every host he roams to. Fig. 6 briefly looks at MSAFactory interface and its implementation.
The keys supplied during an update should match some of the keys provided during invocations of the method "createInstance." A dynamic object can be created only through "createInstance." That dynamic object is a proxy that implements all the interfaces of all the active versions of the class "ClassName" (first argument of the method "create Instance") in the current program. "setUpdatePolicy" defines the update policy that must be applied for redirecting method calls on instances of previous versions of the modified class. An update policy can be specified only once for a version to another. An update policy might look like the one in Fig. 7 .
The first line indicates the class version the policy is relative to; objects will be changed from that version to the last version of the class. Updates can only be done from previous versions to the last, current version, that is, an object cannot be changed to reflect an already dephased version. The subsequent lines detail the manner in which method redirections should be performed on instances of version i that must be updated. In the example, any call to method A should be redirected to method A1 of the last version. A method can only be redirected to another method with the same signature (both methods must take the same arguments).
Subsequent method invocations on any updated dynamic object will be handled following the policy that applies to that object version. When no policy is supplied (empty string), the MSA checks whether a method with the same signature exists in the new version. If one exists, that method will be invoked. If not, an exception is thrown every time that obsolete method is called.
Client. An example of dynamic upgrading in the MSA is shown in Fig. 8 . Services invoke the MSAFactory createInstance method to create their dynamic classes.
MSAFactory is available as a class library so they can test their service execution against it. The method updateInstance is later invoked when the service providers will want to dynamically change one of the dynamic classes. The figure displays an example of creation of dynamic objects and an upgrade. The approach provides the developer with a lot of flexibility and control. It is also the approach that provides the developer with more control over the structure and behavior of their application. The dynamic update library is compact (9 Kbytes).
Comparison Swapping versus Agent Updates
In this section, we will compare agent swapping and dynamic updates. The comparison will be based on computing properties. The comparison criteria specifically are:
. Applications: What type of applications could be maintained by either method, i.e., internet applications, telephony applications, etc. . Memory: The memory requirements of either maintenance method; . Durability: How long can we keep updating using either method? . Java applications (Classloader): Can either method be applied to a Java application or to an application? . Non-Java applications: Can either method be applied to an application developed in any language The comparison is summarized in Table 1 .
The update methods agent swapping and service replacement can be applied no matter the type of application involved. With agent swapping, the agent and all its services are replaced. With service replacement, just the service is changed. On-the-fly updates restrict the changes that can be made: The application must be programmed in Java and it must be developed with the update library. Thus, on-the-fly updates are appropriate for applications that rarely change and, when they change, the changes are minor. The advantage is that there is no downtime. Onthe-fly updates fit the profile of telephony applications.
On-the-fly update has high memory requirements because the MSA calls the garbage collector to finalize the objects once the update is finished. The garbage collector takes lots of memory. Smooth swapping takes some memory because the agents must coexist on the device. Service replacement involves only non-Java applications run through the Runtime API. Service replacement kills the service processes and starts new ones. Thus, the memory requirements for service replacement and abrupt swapping are low. Programming through the dynamic update library will become cumbersome after a while. Consequently, that method is not a viable long-term solution. On-the-fly updates can only be applied with Java applications. Service replacements will work only with non-Java applications: scripts, executables in another programming language, native code, etc.
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the performance of the MSA-based architecture in order to determine its viability. This performance analysis will determine the time necessary to assemble and dispatch an MSA. There is certainly an impact on service execution performance due to the fact that the services are hosted in an MSA. Section 4.1 analyzes the MSA paradigm and specifies which criteria will be sampled. Section 4.2, gives the environment setup and the sampling method. Section 4.3 presents the measurement results.
MSA Paradigm Analysis
Our architecture imposes a delay because the services are displaced on the network node or on the user terminal before they can be run. Even more, sometimes an MSA must be assembled or reconfigured prior to executing the service. By contrast, with a client-server architecture, it would be possible to use the services right after the subscription. It is therefore of prime importance that the delay for service availability be minimal in the eventuality the service must be run immediately.
Some elements of the architecture use up time during the delivery of a service following a subscription. Other elements cause delays during a service execution. Distinguishing each of those elements will enable us to isolate and measure the impact of each single architectural choice. The time spent between a subscription and the availability of the services is made up of:
1. the time the SMU takes to process the subscription; 2. the processing time required to assemble and configure the MSAs per service category; 3. the time taken by the AEE to move the agent from the SMU to the node or the device; 4. the time required to transfer the services from the SCU to the node or device or to the SMU. Delay 1 is the delay incurred by the processing of user information on any server. The paradigm does not have any influence on it; it is thus of no interest to examine it here. Delay 2 is entirely imputable to our architecture. Delay 3 is determined by the AEE and its implementation of agent migration. Nonetheless, our architecture modifies that delay because it is the SMU that decides of the MSA sizes when it assembles them. Obviously, it is quicker to move a small MSA than a big MSA. We must identify ranges for the MSA size so that migrating it falls below a predefined time boundaries. Delay 4 is entirely determined by the network throughput.
The performance evaluation shows the execution time of applications based on the MSA paradigm. For general mobile agents performance overview, see [20] , [21] , [22] . The running time might change depending on the agent platform that is chosen for deployment. However, the variations are likely to be minor among platforms with similar architectural characteristics, i.e., Java Reflection, weak migration. 
Environment Setup and Sampling Method
The goal of the measurements is to assess if the architecture performance is acceptable. Latency on most TCP implementations is 400 milliseconds, 200 milliseconds on Linux. This is due to the Nagle Algorithm. However, that latency does not affect us because the packets we transmit are always made of 1,472 bytes or more, which is the size of a TCP segment on Ethernet. On top of that, we use HTTP as the application layer protocol. HTTP sends data without waiting for a response. Table 2 summarizes the network conditions during the tests. The computers were connected on a fast Ethernet.
All the results presented from Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are the average of 200 measurements spanning a two-week period. The trials were run from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. on weekdays and throughout the whole day on weekends. We thus benefited from a lightly charged network. In fact, we made 400 measurements; we subsequently eliminate results in the first quadrant and those in the last quadrant. The end result is that the maximum variation is 6.7 percent and has a maximum variation of 3.7 percent.
The SMU was located on a Solaris 2.6 computer with a 333 MHz processor. The SCU was on a Windows NT 4.0 workstation with an Intel Pentium II processor of 400/100 MHz. Four other computers were used to host MSAs. They are all Windows NT 4.0 workstations with Intel Pentium II, 266 MHz processors.
Prototyping Results
In our implementation, the minimum size of an empty MSA is 21,097 bytes. An empty MSA is an MSA that does not contain or carry any services. We could not reduce the MSA size further and it would be difficult to do so with a Javadeveloped MSA. The total size of an MSA is comprised of its size when it is empty, plus the size of the services or service pointers it carries, plus the size of the service's data that it also carries. Remembering 21,097 bytes as the size of the MSA when empty, for all of our results, we typed in only the size of service data and the size of service pointers or services. We also indicate the number of services. In each case, the real size of the MSA is 21,097 bytes, plus the size of its service data, plus the size of the service pointers or the services themselves, depending on the option that was selected.
Assembling an MSA. The time required to assemble varies with the logic that must be configured for each service, the number of services, the number of MSAs that must be created for that given user.
The number of services in Tables 3 and 4 is not really relevant. They are just there to illustrate how many services the measure could correspond to. As a matter of fact, the sizes of the services in those tables do not follow a progression. We took services of arbitrary size, freely intermixed them, and assigned an MSA to carry them. We ran tests and collected the results. What is really important then is the total size of the services. For example, in Table 3 , the total size 6,229 bytes, corresponds to eight services of average size 779 bytes. This means that, when we ran our tests for eight services, the sum of their individual sizes was 6,229 bytes. In another setting, those 6,229 bytes could correspond to 12 services with average size 519 bytes. Tables 3 and 4 provide coarse mappings that help to get an idea of what the size value could correspond to in terms of services. The important thing is to consider the total size of all the services that the MSA will carry. 9 shows the construction time of an MSA with respect to the size of the service pointers that MSA transports and to the number of services that MSA hosts. As can be seen in the figure, instantiating and configuring an MSA (inserting formal logic, encode service specific data) typically takes between 250 and 500 milliseconds.
In Fig. 10 , it is possible to see that it takes less than 500 milliseconds to build an MSA that contains up to 100 services pointers. That delay is low considering that the MSA is a dynamic proxy generated through the Voyager Factory interface. We think the Voyager Factory interface is based on Java Reflection. Voyager can then access the object internal fields and speed-up serialization during agent migration.
MSA transmission delay with respect to its size. Fig. 11 measures the time lag to send an agent back and forth on the Voyager platform, with respect to that agent size.
When the agent reaches the remote computer, it executes a single instruction to come back. We measure the roundtrip because measuring a lag on a single trip requires that the computer clocks be synchronized. In Fig. 12 , the time lag to send and receive an MSA that transport 85,000 bytes (total size = 21,097 + 86,500) is less than 2.1 seconds. That good performance is probably due to the fact that Voyager implements the so-called weak migration technique to transfer agents between hosts. It is not to implement strong migration without modifying Java Runtime. Strong migration is not possible simply through Java libraries. The process state can only be captured inside the JDK interpreter. Weak migration does not transfer the process state. The classes and fields that make up the agent are transferred between machines and the objects are recreated on the remote node. The global fields are then reset to their premigration values.
Swapping Agents Evaluation
The time required to execute smooth swapping is mainly composed of the lag to assemble a novel MSA, the time to transfer the service executables from the SCU to the MSA, the delay to transfer service data from the old MSA to the new one, and, finally, time to move the new MSA from the SMU to the site (network or device). When the strategy is abrupt swapping, we must add, on top of the smooth swapping lags, the delay required to restart any service that was stopped. The cost of service data transmission between MSAs is negligible, typically less than 20 milliseconds. This is due to the fact that the size of data to transfer is small, i.e., service data often fits in a single TCP packet. Fig. 13 shows the network data transfer rate in the conditions stated previously.
Availability Delay. Let's assume TC is the time required to assemble and configure an MSA, TT is the delay to transfer data on the network, and TD the migration delay of the MSA. Then, the delay to complete smooth swapping for an MSA that carries 10 services with a combined size of 1,000 Kbytes is approximately:
We deliberately rounded the values up and considered huge sizes for the services. Nevertheless, we still have a waiting time that is inferior to 3.5 seconds. A thousand kilobytes is a ridiculously high size, especially for iPaqs and cellular phones, which are limited to a couple of Kilobytes. This shows that, even at the extremum, with unrealistic values, we still have acceptable performance.
With abrupt swapping, we must add to the delays the time to start the services that were interrupted. Services are started one after the other because they might be rules linking two or more services. The time necessary to stop a service is negligible, less than 1 millisecond. Starting a service through the MSA is slower not only because of the logic the MSA must follow, but also because the MSA implements its own class loader. Resolution of a class by the MSA class loader takes approximately TR = 0.40 ms. During our experiments, processing through 10 service startup logic of 250 bytes took 8 ms on average. So, if we consider that 10 services were interrupted and that starting each service requires instantiating 10 classes, then the delay becomes:
We still are below 3.6 even if we round up. Table 5 summarizes the compliance of smooth swapping and abrupt swapping to the requirements.
On-The-Fly Updates Evaluation
We first look at dynamic service replacement and later examine dynamic update of a service itself. Let's consider an MSA that contains 10 services and the user subscribes to five services. Let's further suppose that the user already had a subscription to an old version of three of the five services. Whether or not the MSA has an old version, it must download all the five services. Let's assume TS is the time to download the five services. Let's consider a ridiculously high number and say the total size of the five services is 500 KBytes. Then, the delay for service availability is the download lag, plus the time required to configure the MSA logic. If we consider 80 bytes of service logic for the three interrupted services, it would take 4 milliseconds to restart those services, so we have:
It will take less than 2 seconds in most cases and less than 5 seconds in the case where the service size reaches 6,500 KBytes. On-the-Fly Updates. Our dynamic update implementation is based on proxies. Every method call is followed by another method invocation. If the second invocation does not succeed, then there will be a table lookup and a third method invocation. The second and the eventual third invocation both use the Reflection interface that is known to be slower than direct method calls.
We measured the added time that a program takes to complete when it invokes dynamically modified objects. We studied both cases. First, we looked at the occurrences when only a second method call is necessary to complete the method invocation. Then, we examined the situations where the user specified a redirection policy and a table lookup and a third method call are necessary. We also examined the performance impact of the redirections on the completion of a single application at a time. It is preferable to do so because the precision of our measurements is not good enough to determine the lag caused by a single redirection. Furthermore, the impact of dynamic classes will certainly vary with the application. If there is a relatively high number of calls, but the application normally takes a long time to complete, then the impact will be less noticeable, then a very short application has a lower percentage of calls that are redirected. One must also consider how the redirected calls are dispersed in the sequence of calls that make up the program. In short, the adequate way to evaluate the impact of the redirections is to run the same program without redirection and then with redirections and make a judgment as to whether the injected lag is acceptable.
Every point in Figs. 14, 15, and 16 is the average of 100 trials. In Fig. 14 , the maximum standard deviation is 6.1 percent. For Fig. 15 , the maximum standard deviation is 5.7 percent. The tests were run on a Sun UltraSparc equipped with Solaris 2.6 and a 333 MHz processor. For all the tests, we used 100 classes. Each of those classes implemented 10 methods. Each test manipulated 100 dynamic objects and had a call sequence different from all the other tests. The total number of objects in the program (including dynamic objects) was always 400. The same method was called on a dynamic object only after all the other methods of that objects were called. This helps alleviate performance gains due to caching. The test application was a bubble sort algorithm. Data was fetched from a test file of 73.8 Kbytes containing one number per line.
Once all the data is read into memory, the normal application takes 5.11 seconds to complete. We then inserted 100, 200, 300, and so on instructions that manipulated dynamic objects. The results give an idea of the performance loss due to dynamic objects. Fig. 14 shows the effects of a single redirection on a novel class object through the Reflection interface. for up to 1,000 method calls, the overhead is still under 0.1 second and, at 10,000 calls, it is slightly above 0.5 s.
In Fig. 15 , with 100,000 manipulations on dynamic objects, the added execution time is approximately 4.7 seconds, effectively doubling the application completion time. This reinforces the fact that dynamic objects utilization should be evaluated on a per application basis. Indeed, to add 100,000 dynamic object calls to this sorting application is clearly a bad decision. However, if the target application instead takes a couple of minutes to complete, extending the execution time by 4 seconds will cause a performance drop of less than 0.1 percent for 7 minutes or more (instead of 100 percent as in the case above). Even more important footprint device applications are characterized by discrete outbursts of computation (JPEG image, MP3 audio, etc.) rather than continuous heavy computing, as with sort or matrix multiplication programs. Thus, the determining factor is a quick response time. Those short-lived computations typically involve few objects (fewer than 15) and the number of method calls is generally under 100 (this is an extreme, more usually less than 50). We tried, but couldn't measure the delay caused by 10 method redirections; it is inferior to 1 millisecond. The overhead of 100 redirections (on 100 dynamic objects) is approximately 7.3 milliseconds. Thus, it is pertinent to use the MSA technology to dynamically update small applications that must run continuously since the delay caused by dynamic objects is not interactively noticeable.
As shown in Fig. 16 , the penalty is stiff. With 10K invocations, the program already takes 4 more minutes to execute. As with Fig. 15 , the evolution is linear; thus, it is predictable that, with 1M invocations, the added delay should be around 32s. That is 6 times the normal program execution time. A dynamic update policy where method invocations should be redirected to a method of a different name should rarely be used. Such a policy should be specified only for seldom used classes in order to minimize the delay it would inflict. Table 6 summarizes the performance of the on-the-fly update techniques in regard to the requirements.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the design, implementation, and a performance evaluation of a new mobile agentbased service architecture for wireless Internet telephony. The service architecture is applicable to telephony or nontelephony services. The performance evaluation showed little or no overhead imputable to the agents and proves the validity of the concept.
The paper has also presented two solutions for subscription handling, a key issue in mobile agent-based service architecture environment. They are agent swapping and dynamic agent upgrading. In the agent swapping scenario, a new agent that contains the new and old services replaces the old agent. With dynamic upgrading, the new services are dynamically inserted into the agent. Agent swapping has two variations, abrupt swapping and smooth swapping. On-The-Fly Update of the agent also has two patterns: dynamic replacement and dynamic update of the services.
The main components of the architecture are the SMU, the SCU, and the MSA. After a subscription, the SMU assembles as many MSAs as necessary for the different classes of services. The SMU configures the internal logic of the MSAs for the type of services they will carry. Agents move to user terminals or network nodes depending on the services that they carry. Agents transport services or pointers to services.
The requirements for the elaboration of the architecture were: ease of service creation, tailored services, interoperability with existing technologies, service manageability, universal access, multiplayer environment, and support for a wide range of services. The paradigm proposed satisfies all the requirements and covers the entire service lifecycle. The implementation and performance evaluation presented here have addressed the most challenging aspects of the service lifecycle of our architecture: deployment and withdrawal. The solution for subscription handling, swapping, and dynamic updates answered the concerns for deployment and withdrawal.
One of the variations of dynamic update of the MSA is the on-the-fly update of the services it transports. The dynamic on-the-fly update of services technique enables users to specify a dynamic update policy. Type-safety errors are avoided.
We have evaluated all our implementations. There is an insignificant penalty (below 1 millisecond per class at startup only) during service execution that is due to the fact that the MSA hosts the services. The delay for the availability of services after a subscription is small, even if agent swapping or dynamic update is used.
With smooth swapping, the old and new agents coexist on the same device or node for a short while. In the case of abrupt swapping, they do not coexist, but there is a brief service interruption. Both swapping alternatives scale and preserve user customization.
The dynamic replacement alternative causes the smallest delay for service availability. It also preserves user customization. It might, however, cause a brief service interruption in some cases. On-the-fly updating has similar characteristics as dynamic replacement and does not cause any service interruption. However, it causes a stiff performance degradation because every single call of a dynamically updated object is redirected to its new implementation. The performance degradation progresses linearly with the number of calls to dynamic objects in the system. Successful implementations have guided and decided the various architectural and dynamic update choices we made. At each stage, our methodology was to identify the required functionality, produce a valid prototype that scales and runs fast, and, finally, enumerate the technical specifications of the approach that the implementation proved as being the best. Thus, we did not pay much attention to formalisms. It would be interesting to establish formalisms since they can uncover bugs and flaws that an implementation would not. Formal methods are still at an embryonic stage in mobile computing. We did not address agent security issues; any foray into that domain would be beneficial to the MSA architecture. Finally, the MSA size (21,097 bytes) might still be too big for certain setups; it would then be interesting to investigate how to partition the agent if the computing resources are limited. 
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